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911 Crimes in progress evidence to be left and lost
Rick Breazeale
Investigators Connect Network, USA

Forensics is  broad ever challenging and changing world of criminal science .forensics must keep up with today’s criminal 
minds the mind of criminal changed in the last decade form, bruit strength and simple minds to some of society’s most 

accomplished mind's.  Criminologists strive to change and learn from them.  There is some who takes malice from this statement.  
We must know our advances derives from there interdiction of a crime. In order to convict these permeated minds (this a Latin 
word for premeditates  to me it is simply forethought  meaning we need E.S.P to stay abreast of a prior determination) as they 
become more elusive you and I stay a step ahead with our own deliberate mind to convict.  the answer to a convection equals 5 
ingredient’s first used in news reporting .who what, when, were, why these are the question that we have an obligation to prove 
to 12 persons.  Furthermore we have to answer these in a matter that the court's approve. .as example; how was it obtained the 
subject commits the crime forward.  Every investigators evidence tagging, chain of custody preservation of the evidence for times 
greater than ten year.  How the witness statement was obtained how it was logged.  As the ages pass as in the way it has been the 
criminal mind will become better and better at their task.  this is why today I Ask ;; Let us who fight crime do a better job teaching 
the public to protect themselves how to witness a crime and a criminal’s I.D.  This is my goal for the remainder of my life.  Think 
about when you arrive on a scene if it were protected to a point that no evidence left behind unspoiled.  All witness able to identify 
the subject from head to toe leaving nothing out.  a Deputy sheriff that does not spit tobacco over the car port door steps where 
you where you were to investigate.  While investigating a murder on an elderly lady while sleeping a county deputy arrived and as 
he walked in this happened to me. You have surely witnessed the same at one level or other of the protected area on the 2 or maybe 
3 but 1 this must never happen.  If a business owner knew more about how to manage a crime in progress at his business, the 
witnesses had a system to I.D. a subject.  In addition, keeping the witness from talking. Making the crime sound a lot like Sunday 
night crime drama.  Now the public due to the alarming rate of crime, I think are ready for this information, it easy for any one 
of you to contact the news paper editor, a law enforcement academy, country club, senior citizen centre.  This, I will donate my 
time.  Will YOU? Friends this is a large piece of the puzzle you work daily to solve.  With every one best effort, we will still have 
the cold cases.  Many of which could have been solved if the above would have been met with a better effort.  Something about 
this carrier of law and law enforcement has always kept the victims for the most part in the dark never attempted to inform them 
of these things they should be aware of.  Also I think most of the public simply did not care until after it had happened to them, 
family, or property today due to the hanus  crime’s that are being perpetrated today many minds differ.  Today I ask that we try to 
make a difference after all it will lead to more convictions and less cold cases.
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